This paper 1 re-traverses the author's investigations across several years as he sought to pin-down the meaning of the in vivo category 'domain'. The paper is a methodological reflection on the grounded theory approach to concept development, with a focus on the technical terms: in vivo category, iteration on the code, and sensitizing category. It is also a substantive theoretical contribution, elaborating the concept of a domain in computing, data and information science, and how it has long served as an organizing principle for developing computational systems. Four tricks of the trade for studying the 'logic of domains' are offered as sensitizing concepts to aid future investigations. 
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'WHAT IS A DOMAIN?' ADJUST, RINSE, REPEAT.
Participants in the GEON project used the term domain in virtually every aspect of their work: in developing cycle-sharing platforms, in creating data visualization tools, in making a front-end. But at the time, the activities that most caught my attention were those dubbed 'knowledge representation.' It was perhaps within those activities where the distinction between what is or is not a domain was most rigidly enforced. For a key assertion, often repeated, was that the knowledge needing representation was that of the domain.
Trick of the trade: Identifying domain-talk is often easy.
Identifying the logic of domains is not hard, it is rarely hidden, though today it is often naturalized, routinized, or 'built into' an organizational structure.
Domain-talk does not usually need be unearthed or discovered; it operates on the surface, often stated explicitly in documents such as funding proposals and everyday talk. But, today, it is often vernacular or naturalized: rather than discussed as an abstract topic, it is 'how things are done'. I have found that if the actors are not already talking about domains, then simply asking questions like 'Have you worked with other domains in the past' or 'Do you plan on adapting this tool or technique to another domain?' will often suffice to surface the goals and logics at play. ~ A goal of the GEON project was to support the doing of novel science by facilitating the sharing of data, data analytic method, and data representational technique across the geosciences (e.g., geophysics, paleobotany). As one of the slides from the first day of the project stated, domains are characterized by: -heterogeneous data formats (one for each tool ...) -heterogeneous data models (RDBs, ORDBs, OODBs, XMLDBs, flat files, …) -heterogeneous schemas (one for each DB...)
They called this the 'syntax' of data, or, broadly, the organization of data. Even more striking to me were what these computer scientists called the 'semantic' features of data. From the same slide:
-fuzzy metadata, terminology, 'hidden' semantics, implicit assumptions, … Such vast heterogeneity and unstated meanings were cast as a key problem, as it would make it difficult to share data organized idiosyncratically, collaborate when meanings remained implicit, or faithfully transform data if assumptions remained hidden. The approach of the knowledge mediation experts involved many activities of 'soliciting' the heterogeneity of data, implicit meanings, and data analytic practices from the domain. Particularly vivid terms for me were the computational 'ontologies' that would capture domain knowledge in computable form, and the 'workflows' that would capture step-wise data manipulation technique.
In the Sociology, and Science and Technology Studies (STS) classes I was taking in parallel to my fieldwork, I was learning about things that very much sounded like what was asserted above: implicit assumptions or hidden semantics sounded a lot like Polanyi or Collins' understanding of tacit knowledge [10, 22] heterogeneity of data (such as with Bowker's paper Biodiversity Datadiversity [7] ); and 'ontology' had been recently (re)picked up as a key investigative term for STS [e.g., 16 ]. I thought it was quite nifty, but also curious, that GEON participants were thinking about data in ways that displayed elective affinities [25] with what I was learning about in class.
Based on this broad theoretical backdrop, my first stab at understanding what is a domain was something along the lines of what anthropologists call culture. That is, I took domain to be a kind of bucket category that enabled rough groupings for characterizing expertise and specialization, along with their attendant data and technologic architectures. In this, I was neither wrong, nor wholly right.
In grounded theory the technical term for exploring and theorizing a phrase the participants are using is an in vivo code or category. Formally, in vivo coding is the practice of assigning a label to a section of data, such as an interview transcript, by using a word or short phrase drawn from those data. In Becker's paper his in vivo code was 'crock', and in this paper it is 'domain.' A CSCW investigation relevant to this paper is Star and Ruhleder's study of the in vivo category 'infrastructure' [31] .
Kathy Charmaz [8] identifies four qualities of in vivo codes, and why they may be of interest to the grounded theory investigator:

Terms everyone 'knows' that flag condensed but significant meanings  A participant's innovative term that captures meanings or experience  Insider shorthand terms reflecting a particular group's perspective  Statements that crystallize participants' actions or concerns.
Domain was just such a term: everyone was using it even as few were defining it, and it struck as me as packed with significance. Though in vivo codes are a particular kind of code, in grounded theory one does with them much as one does with any other code: one investigates further, constantly compares, places it into relation with other codes and, ultimately, with the theory that is being developed. A short-hand for this process is 'iterating on the code' or as Star put it 'the attachment-separation cycle […] taking a code and moving it through the data.' [30] . The attachment-separation cycle refers to abstraction, with its painful loss of specificity and felicitous gain in generality, as one applies the same code to distinct instances in the data. Often the loss of specificity outweighs the gain in generality and a code is dismissed. All codes are provisional: up for discussion, revision, and not so rarely, dispensation. My next step, then, was to test out the provisional understanding I'd developed of domain. In a meeting a few weeks after the very first, I turned to a newly befriended computer scientist and asked a profoundly theoretical question: 'so, what domain are you in?' I did not take any notes but I vividly remember his reaction. First he told me, assertively, that he wasn't in a domain, that he was a computer scientist. Then, he paused. I recall observing as some sort of struggle played out on his face, and then he relented, answering 'I work on knowledge representation.'
To the ethnographer, such moments are a little treasure. Clearly, my understanding of domain was incomplete, for me an opportunity to iterate on the code. But also, in addition to using the term in a not-quite-right fashion, I had inadvertently asked the question in a troubling way.
To cut to the chase, most often calling something a domain, or someone a 'domain scientist' or 'domain expert' is something that computer, information or data scientists 2 group. One usage of the term domain, then, is to demarcate between those developing or researching technologies, and that specific group who will be the downstream benefactors of that technology. In this, domain is an objectivizing term. GEON was 'cyberinfrastructure for the geosciences' -the computer scientists in that project were helping to develop tools for that domain. Sometimes a computer specialist (say, knowledge representation) will call some other part of computer science (say, networking) a domain, and this serves as a pathway by which the insights of knowledge representation could be of use in networking. But for the most part, domain refers to some form of worldly expertise or specialization other than data, information or computer science. More importantly for the knowledge representation expert I had inadvertently flustered, domains are precisely what his field sought to represent in computational ontologies, workflows and so on. It is their 'object' and in asking what domain he was in, I was confusing a key subject/object distinction. This presented a deep and dangerous epistemological category mistake to his goal of faithfully representing the domain. He did not seek to represent his own knowledge, data schemas, or implicit understandings, but theirs.
Trick of the trade: Approach domains as constructs.
Investigate domains as constructs; they are neither naturally organized formations, nor equivalents to disciplines or fields (even if in talk, they are often treated as such).
In the article that gave this paper its namesake, Howie Becker encountered a similar but distinct set of distinctions to those that I was seeing. In his fieldsite, medical students were calling some of their patients a 'crock'. Even while Becker didn't quite know what that word meant, he could tell it wasn't a great thing to be a crock. To try to make sense of this, Becker deployed a commonsensical sociological insight: 'When members of one status category make invidious distinctions among the members of another status category with whom they regularly deal, the distinction will reflect the interests of the members of the first category in the relationship.' [4] . From my own readings of the literature, I had an additional similar theoretical assertion at hand, summed up in the concept of boundary work: Thomas Gieryn [13] argued that anytime there is an invidious distinction being made between science and something else (e.g., pseudoscience, engineering) it too serves some interest of the distinction-making party. These were useful theoretical resources for me, since I was certainly seeing distinctions made about the sciences: between the computer scientists and the domain geoscientists, but also, many more granular distinctions of the geoscientists (e.g., paleobotanist, geophysicists, etc.).
However, these distinctions did not strike me as definitively invidious. The computer scientists were calling the geoscientists 'a domain' right to their face, and no one appeared to be aggrieved! I thus had to modify these little pieces of theory: a distinction was being made, but not an apparently invidious one. Nevertheless, it still struck me that some interest had to be at play, otherwise why so avidly enforce the distinctions? Eventually I came up with the concept of boundary work for its crossing [25] -that is, that the boundaries were being drawn between computer science and domain, and within the domain, for the purpose of articulating and codifying difference; thereafter to inform the development of some tool that would facilitate sharing, collaboration or interoperation across those boundaries. Domain differences are PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 38, Publication date: November 2019. articulated and captured for the purpose of developing tools that intermediate those differences. I deployed that understanding in my fieldwork, in collaboration and conversation with the participants, and found that concept, as Becker put it, 'was robust, and held up under many further tests.' [4] .
Making such an adjustment to a concept or theory is not a problem for the grounded theorist. It is also not a criticism of Becker or Gieryn. I am not 'overturning' or finding some fault in their concept, neither debunking their papers nor them as a scholars. Rather, making such adjustments is the name of the game for grounded theory, for many a reason, but primarily because grounded theory takes circumstances to be unique, and consequently demanding a distinct theoretical apparatus to make sense of them. This is a fairly decent encapsulation for why it is called 'grounded theory'.
In this, Becker and Gieryn's insights served as sensitizing concepts for my fieldwork -I will return to this technical concept from the Symbolic Interactionist tradition in the conclusion. For now, suffice to say that Becker and Gieryn's work had sensitized my observations to note when distinctions were being made by one party of another. Becker and Gieryn also sensitized me to the fact that making categorical distinctions can be wrapped up with the interests of those making the distinction. And, even at the point that I depart from their concepts -i.e., that the distinctions were invidious -their work still helped me understand that these distinctions were not definitively of that nature. In short, they helped me recognize many features of my fieldsite that bore some similarity to theirs, but also, how my fieldsite differed from theirs.
Early in my research, I quickly noticed something else -much related to how domain is rarely used to describe the computing, information or data sciences. While much effort was being deployed to distinguish computer science from geoscience, and also to cast geoscience as itself a series of (sub)domains, no such distinctions were being employed to understand the diversity of the computer scientists.
At the time this struck me as incongruous. From my ethnographic vantage I could observe the vast differences within the participating computer science (CS) folk: some were focused on developing hardware resources and cycle-sharing tools (grid computing), others called themselves knowledge engineers and were developing knowledge mediation tools (ontologies), and still others were developing the front-end website and APIs. In meetings of just these technical members I would watch long, detailed discussions as they sought to ensure interoperability across these technological facets of the project. None of this was easy for them: they could spend hours discussing and planning; weeks writing, dissecting, and rewriting code; and then once again discussing and planning to ensure all these components would work together. Why, then, so much emphasis on the diversity of the geoscience domains, and so little on the inarguably challenging diversity of the information technologists?
This struck me as an insight, and in the first paper I published about GEON [26] , I argued that while the rhetorical emphasis was on the challenges of CS/domain or domain/domain relations, the CS/CS relations were just as challenging even while little discussed. I still think it's a decent paper, but I have a learned a great deal since, and through further elaboration of the concept of a domain I came to see it in another light:
For its adherents, emphasizing domain difference while sidelining CS difference is a feature, not a bug. Since the goal is to intermediate the domains, activities are oriented to, and seek to codify, the qualities of a domain and their nested domain differences. It is not that computer scientists don't think that working across their heterogeneities is challenging. In no sense do they not focus on working across CS, and its tools. In fact it is arguably one of their central concerns, endlessly discussed in the technical literature as interoperability, compatibility, modularity, containerization, and so on [24] . But computer scientists consider interoperability to be an altogether different kind of challenge than that of crossing the domains -spoken of in different ways, solved in other ways, and addressed in other venues. When actors say they are working in 'another domain', trace their movement and activities across domains, and the technical artifacts and techniques that accompany them.
It should be clear by now that learning what is a domain, for me, was not an 'Ah-Ha moment' [4] . I did not 'nail it' in some singular flash of insight. Rather, it occurred across years, in a series of smaller understandings that were simultaneously cumulative even while recurrently casting the whole thing a new light. Really, I'm still working on it. Along the way I made several analytic and empirical choices that slowed down my understanding. For example, I took the self-stated boundaries of GEON too seriously. Quite regularly, following a meeting at the Supercomputer Center, a handful of the computer scientists would head off to a meeting that they described as in 'another domain' (notably, the geoscientists never said such a thing). In my research, I certainly did a great deal of following the actors: to the various 'domain specific' events of geoscientists, and attending geophysical conferences. But when the computer scientists were heading over to work in 'another domain' (say, brain scans in BIRN, more on this below), I did not follow. In some sense this was a mistake. I say 'in some sense' it was a mistake because, at the time, it was a perfectly reasonable bounding strategy for my investigations: I was already studying something vastly large, overwhelmingly so even [23] , and felt I had a lot on my plate making sense of the technicalities of the multiple geosciences. Having to learn the technicalities of brain MRIs struck me as stretching myself too far. It was only as I further theoretically elaborated my understanding of domain, and its associated logic, that I came to realize that I needed to ignore the domain boundaries set by projects, and instead needed to follow those computer scientists with impunity as they 'crossed from one domain to another'.
In a paper I wrote with Charlotte Lee in 2010, we programmatically called for moving 'beyond the project scale' as 'something sorely needed in the field' [28] . While I had been working on GEON, Charlotte had been doing a similar ethnographic investigation of BIRN (primarily 'the domain of brain imaging'). Metaphorically speaking, we'd regularly wave at each other across our two projects. Moreover, we were aware that BIRN and GEON had several common membersthat is, the same computer scientists but no domain scientists. More broadly, the two projects shared not just people, but a common organizational form, and, I think it's fair to say, 'the same technologies' (i.e., ontologies, grids, etc.). For our investigations, such asymmetrically shared actors across projects were of note, and indicated that the projects were entangled in ways that belied their 'domain specific' boundaries.
For the ethnographer, a project bounded by a domain is like being handed a fieldsite on a platter: it may be present-at-hand, delicious, and nutritious, but note that it is already cooked. It is an ambivalent gift, demanding a commitment [3] . Since GEON was 'for' the geosciences, I took that to mean that my commitment was also to the domain, and I regularly sought to provide formative feedback on the project. I still do that kind of work, and still consider it important. But through elaboration of the logic of domains, I have come to think that such projects are also 'for' computer PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 38, Publication date: November 2019. and data scientists, serving as a 'testbed', 'incubator', or 'site of application' (all in vivo codes) for their investigations and explorations of novel computational capacity.
Data scientists today still say to me, 'oh, you aren't going to be interested in what we're talking about in this meeting since it's not about domain X, it's about domain Y.' When they say this to me now, rather than desisting, I insist on joining, and justify it thus: 'I want to see how what you developed for domain X will be made relevant to domain Y.' This usually assuages them, primarily because it is largely how they think of their own goals: that the techniques and technologies they develop for one domain will be rendered mobile to another, based on some past, present or still to come innovation they are working on.
Trick of the trade: Inspect how the boundaries and limits for domains are created and
shaped.
When domains are already established, 'go historical' to see who and how participants shaped domain boundaries and limits. The term 'domain' itself has a history, and demonstrates a recurrent logic, even in vernacular usage.
Over time it became clear to me that all this domain-talk had greatly preceded any of my fieldwork. That is, that from day 1 (of my fieldwork, and of the project) GEON had always already been organized by domains; that it had been funded by domains (roughly half to CS, half to geoscience); that parallel projects were similarly organized as a matter of science policy (i.e., cyberinfrastructure for 'other domains') [15] ; and that preceding endeavors had long been organized by domains. This is about the time I started calling it the logic of domains, with 'logic' serving to mark a recurrent set of organizational patterns and styles of reasoning across particular circumstances.
The GEON project was funded on its second attempt; the first proposal had been rejected. By comparing the two proposals, and interviewing participants about the process, a notable difference was in the second proposal's reduced number of participating investigators: many fewer geoscientists were involved, providing some needed scoping for the project but at the cost of cutting certain geoscientific specializations. Again, a domain is constructed, rather than fully mapping onto preexisting disciplinary or topical forms. Stated more strongly, more than constructed, the boundaries of a domain may also be contested. For instance, one consequence of the curtailed second proposal was that a handful of earth scientists disputed whether GEON truly was cyberinfrastructure for the geosciences, or whether it should be more aptly described as cyberinfrastructure for some geoscientists. This proved a difficulty that plagued GEON thereafter, and, more generally, it is a common challenge for projects claiming to serve some domain. All of this had occurred before my entry into the field on 'day 1' and required some historical digging on my part.
When something precedes the ethnographer's entry to the field, the ethnographer has two broad investigative options (ideally, these should be combined): show how something is locally enacted as a matter of situated action and articulation work, or, 'go historical' and see where and when people had taken up a language or form of organizing.
In tracing the language, concepts and methods associated with the logic of domains via academic publications and science policy documents, I found this way of speaking and organizing stretching back decades, at least to the 1960s, and found it was wrapped up with threads of Cybernetics, and most strongly, with symbolic Artificial Intelligence (AI), along with the Cognitive Science and Psychology of the time (initial reports are available in [25] and especially [27] Domain discourse is clearly observable before then, but not as recognizably: for obvious reasons it starts seeming less about computer engineering, and instead more about formal logic, systems theory and analytic philosophy.
The concept of a domain has been contested throughout the history I examined. For instance, in 1975, AI researcher Terry Winograd argued that knowledge is amorphous, closer to know-how and process, rather than the concretely bounded sphere suggested by the term domain [33] . Some have offered more severe reprimands, such as information scientist Hanne Albrechtson's assertion that 'there is no ready-to-hand domain "out there" to be discovered and colonized by a domain analyst', rather, she asserts, they are 'constructs' of the analyst (foreshadowing my trick of the trade above, see 2.2) [2] . Still other critics have sought to call entire enterprise into question, challenging the utility or validity of bounding expert communities into domains at all e.g., [11] . Such academic debates have at times been sophisticated, even philosophical, such as about the nature of knowledge or expertise, and what it may mean to 'represent' or 'capture' knowledge. But even while recurrently debated by some, for others domain-talk has become vernacular, mundane or taken for granted, operating as a de facto organizing principle in technology development projects, and, beginning in the 1990s, encoded in science policy and funding [27] .
Perhaps my most important insight from the historical research was that the term domain long had a complement in 'domain independent'. That phrase was in common usage in symbolic AI, and still today in more technical computer or data science publications. An online alert I set-up delivers about 10 publications a week to my inbox that evidence a recognizable contemporary use of domain independence. In looking through the notes, slides, and documents I had collected during my fieldwork with GEON, I found no use of 'domain independent'. I'm pretty sure they never did use it, as it immediately struck me as an in vivo category much in need of unpacking, and I feel certain it always would have struck me as such.
Much like domain, domain independent too has been a contested category. For instance, in a critique echoed across its history, Alison Adam called domain independence a 'view from nowhere,' drawing on the critical language of philosopher Thomas Nagel [1, 19] . Perhaps following from such debates, today the use of domain independent is relatively muted in everyday talk, while still observable in technical publications.
When I bring up domain independence to the data scientists I work with today, they nod in recognition. But also, perhaps, just a touch of reserve. It is akin to the awkwardness I relayed above when I asked a computer scientist of his domain. My suspicion -untested, but sensitized by my historical investigations-is that domain independence, even while naming a core goal for computer science and associated fields, also carries a whiff of hubris that makes them a little uncomfortable -or, perhaps just uncomfortable to discuss it with an ethnographer, or, perhaps just this ethnographer. If a knowledge representation expert, with a little prodding, can be cajoled into casting their field as a domain, then how exactly is it that they are also domain independent? 3 I conclude the retelling of my empirical trajectory by discussing historical and archival investigations for the purpose of noting that while grounded theory is primarily associated with ethnography and interview-based studies, a well-developed literature has emerged for how to approach historical investigations in this manner. scientists [29] , and Vaughan's study of the Challenger Launch Explosion [32] serve as exemplary historical ethnographies in the grounded theory tradition, while Clarke's Situational Analysis [9] serves as a good methodological resource. For answering certain kinds of questions (such as, where did this business of domains come from? or, what did they call a non-domain before they became wary of naming it?), a historical study is often the only way to go.
FUTURE RESEARCH, OR, WHAT IS GENERALIZATION TO GROUNDED THEORY
In this concluding section I will briefly outline my future research, which has begun to turn its analytical gaze to CSCW and HCI itself. I do so to articulate how past investigations serve to inform future research in grounded theory, and what generalization means in that tradition. Generalization in grounded theory aims to aid the researcher in conducting new investigations, but it does not offer definitive or determinist prescriptions for what to expect out of that novel research.
The first conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, held in 1986, published 32 proceedings papers. Of those, 16 include the term domain, used in ways comparable to those I have described above. For example, information scientist Robert Neches wrote that "an important way that these tools can support co-operative work is to explicitly represent the vocabulary and goals of the domain in which the work is being done," [20] while ethnographer Julian Orr reflected, "it seems apparent that obtaining all the relevant domain knowledge for an expert system is no easy task." [21] . Terry Winograd's paper on the language/action perspective [34] used domain a whopping 34 times -this was no surprise to me, as he had been a formative figure in the brand of knowledge representation that innovated the doublet of domain/independence in the 1960s. It's clear that CSCW has been wrapped up, in a handful of ways, with the logic of domains since the beginnings of the field.
It took me no more than an hour of searching to develop this little factoid, and I have much more work to do before making any meaningful claims for my future research. But if the broader historical pattern I have observed is reflected in CSCW writings, the language of domains will have been introduced by researchers working in Cognitive Science, Artificial Intelligence, or the extensive intersection of the two. If the pattern holds, however, the use of the term domain, and some form of its logic, will also quickly have been picked up by other kinds of researchers, sometimes called qualitative, interpretive or interactionist: first, as a critique of efforts in knowledge representation (as with Orr, Forsythe and Adam above), then, after infusing domain with social theoretical accents, adopting the term for their own use, and thereafter receiving an accelerated take-up by all parties.
And yet, in conducting this future research I do not expect this pattern to hold in any straightforward manner. Instead I expect this archival research will reveal surprises, and possibly demand a new theorization. As Muller notes (drawing on Pragmatist philosopher Charles Peirce), a key skill for the grounded theorist is "recognizing when one is surprised, and [thereafter] searching for an alternative explanation." [17] . Such abductive reasoning demands a resolute view of past research, i.e., even the most robust past findings may demand a new understanding when conducted elsewhere, with other people, at another time.
As the end of this paper has approached the edge of my current research, the reader may have noticed that my assertions have become more tentative. Yet, after 15 years of research, shouldn't I be more certain? For the grounded theorist, the answer is 'no'. It is a standby of grounded theory that novel circumstances must be studied anew, possibly demanding novel theorizations. Past findings or theory do not simply 'apply' to new circumstances. While novel investigations may be aided by the insights of past research, they still demand situated investigations. The goal of my future studies, then, is to work over the logic of domains to become a more supple concept, one that incorporates further insights, historical and practical patternings, and so on, but that never means that it will eventually come to a point where findings are simply applicable, fully suited, much less linearly predictive, for what I will find and then seek to recount.
In this, the findings of grounded theory (such as the logic of domains) are best described as what Herbert Blumer called sensitizing concepts:
A sensitizing concept […] does not enable the user to move directly to the instance and its relevant content. Instead, it gives the user a general sense of reference and guidance in approaching empirical instances. Whereas definitive concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitizing concepts merely suggest directions along which to look. [6] The hope is that such concepts will help sensitize the researcher to their own fieldsite (or historical archive); its similarities but also its departures. As I have tried to show, sensitizing concepts can be improved by developing 'more fitting abstraction and keener discrimination through insightful and realistic studies.' [6] . If a sensitizing concept becomes a particularly robust then it may facilitate the conduct of a future investigation with greater nuance, suppler description, and potentially faster. But it will never become such a definitive concept that it demands no accounting of the particular circumstances.
